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Ned's Atomic Dustbin: Shoot the Neds! in Concert 
Music Video Distributors 
Buy now from Amazon.ca! | Rent now from Canflix.com!

Synopsis:

This 20-song performance DVD in Digital 5.1 Surround Sound is an excellent representation of
Ned's Atomic Dustbin's stylish fusion of punk and funk. By the beginning of the '90s, the band had
developed a dense, assaultive sound that was distinguished by their thundering two-bass attack

Ned's Atomic Dustbin was one of my early 90s fave bands, with "Kill Your Television" still one of my regular
inclusions on mixed CDs or on my iPod. The band's music is pretty hard to classify, but it's catch, melodic,
post-punk heavy music - how's that for a description? I can't think of many other bands that have the
same energy they do, and now getting to see them in concert it's evident that the band can also deliver
high-energy performances. The extras included on this disc are also top-notch - a lengthy interview with
the band and a full recording of the sound check - it really is like being there PLUS backstage access!

Video: How's it look? 
Anamorphic 16x9 widescreen transfer is quite good - the concert was shot on digital video, so the quality
of the image is nice and strong. Some of the dimmer lighting causes a bit of softness at times, but overall
you can see everything you need to see...

Audio: How's it sound? 
Dolby 5.1 mix is very strong - the band's music is loud & clear and the crowd noise is well-mixed into the surround channels. Nice job!

Extras: What additional goodies are included?

sound check performance
interview with the band
text biography of the band

Closing Thoughts 
Fun, energetic performance from a lively band + lots of good extras = top-notch performance DVD
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